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Abstract

This paper examines the function of physical texts and the power of language 

itself in Herman Melville's 1857 novel The Confidence-Man.  Throughout the novel, 

physical texts cause drastic changes in behavior and comportment in the characters 

who encounter them.  Physical texts also function as a seemingly immutable signifier of 

authenticity and identity, but Melville later renders physical texts mutable and impossible 

to authenticate.  The uncertain relationship between Melville's narrator and the novel 

itself calls into question the problem of documentation in the world outside of the novel.
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“after the tenth chapter, the steamer began to be rather
 too much for us; and with the twelfth we experienced 
 symptoms of a feeling slightly resembling nausea.”

---Review, London Illustrated Times, April 25, 1857

“We have found it hard reading.”
---Review, Boston Daily Times, April 11, 1857

In The Confidence-Man: His Masquerade, Herman Melville's last novel to be 

published during his lifetime, language itself seems to carry an immense power over 

individuals.  This is more than just a matter of the novel's existence as a text, although, 

as will be seen this itself has significance.  The novel's setting is the Fidèle, a 

Mississippi steamboat structured like a writing desk, with “state-rooms plenty as 

pigeonholes, and out-of-the-way retreats like secret drawers in an escritoire” (Melville 

15).  This is a place of reading and writing, of people who rely on texts and who 

themselves are texts.  The characters of the novel, with some notable exceptions, 

believe that physical texts provide stability aboard the novel's “ship of fools” (23). 

Melville creates a sense of the tyranny of texts throughout the novel by placing various 

characters' insistence on the value and function of “documentary proof” in opposition to 

the effect that words have upon the Fidèle's passengers themselves (21).  Melville then 

extends this textual tyranny by rendering reality and fiction indistinguishable, even 

representing reality itself as textual, through his narrator's confused relationship to the 

text-as-a-whole.

I. “Parchment bonds”

Many characters throughout The Confidence-Man put their faith in the 
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“documentary proof” of physical texts (Melville 21).  Until the novel's final chapters, all 

physical texts are assumed to be “bona fide,” while the motives, honesty, and even 

identity of characters are assumed to be mutable (59).  This seeming stability of texts 

plays itself out for much of the novel in the form of various characters' insistence on the 

necessity of “documentary proof” for a variety of purposes (21).

The herb-doctor buttresses his claim that “three bottles” of the Samaritan Pain 

Dissuader, “faithfully taken, cured a Louisiana widow...of neuralgic sorrow for the loss of 

husband and child, swept off in one night by the last epidemic” by producing “a printed 

voucher...duly signed” (94).  Later, the herb-doctor encounters a “dried-up old man” who 

has given the transfer-agent one hundred dollars to invest upon his behalf (106).  The 

herb-doctor assures him that he will receive a significant return on his investment, to 

which the old man, coughing, responds, “But I have no receipt – ugh, ugh!  Nothing to 

show – don't know where I stand – ought to have a guardeean – ugh, ugh!  Don't know 

anything.  Ugh, ugh!” (108, emphasis Melville's).  The herb-doctor states that there is no 

need for written proof of his investment, as “Mr. Truman's word is his bond” (109).  Here, 

“bond” refers not just to “A covenant between two or more persons,” but to the physical 

proof of such a covenant (“bond, n.1”).  The herb-doctor may imply that a spoken word 

and a written one should carry the same weight.  However, the double-meaning of his 

own “word” calls into question its stability, almost justifying the old man's concerns 

(109).  The old man finds no solace in the herb-doctor's statement; without an actual 

physical document, the transfer-agent was just another passenger “fleecing” him 

(Melville 109).  The old man cannot even put “half-confidence” in the transfer-agent's 
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honesty, even with the herb-doctor's “good word” (Melville 81, 164).

Physical text functions as much more than just a “guardeean” against deception 

(108).  The novel abounds with “references...to people and their lives as paper,” with 

physical texts confirming, if not forming, the lives and identities of many characters 

(Gaudino 126).  While the passengers of the Fidèle gather around “a placard nigh the 

captain's office, offering a reward for the capture of a mysterious imposter,” one of the 

“certain chevaliers” among the crowd peddles his wares: “the lives of Measan, the 

bandit of Ohio, Murrel, the pirate of the Mississippi, and the brothers Harpe, the Thugs 

of the Green River country, in Kentucky” (Melville 9, 10).  With “lives,” Melville renders 

textual accounts and the individuals described within them indistinguishable.  The 

relationship between the novel's characters and physical texts is one in which there is a 

consistent “slippage between having (possessing a particular object) and being (the 

identification of one's self with that object)” (Brown 13).

This connection between physical texts and selfhood extends to the novel's more 

central characters, as well.  The passengers of the Fidèle play “a strange sort of pitch-

penny game” with Black Guinea as “target and purse,” but their “frolic benignities” come 

to a halt when the gimlet-eyed man begins “to croak out” that Guinea is a fraud (Melville 

19).  Shaken out of their confidence, the crowd begins to question whether Black 

Guinea is, in fact, a Mississippi operator in disguise and, “among other things, [ask] him, 

had he any documentary proof, any plain paper about him, attesting that his case was 

not a spurious one,” to which Guinea responds that he “haint none o' dem waloable 

papers” (21).  The identity of the individual becomes a textual matter; the “paper-and-
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ink” object is more truthful than the “flesh-and-blood” one (Melville 178).  

This question of identity appears again in the chapter that follows, in a 

conversation between the merchant, Henry Roberts and the man with the weed, John 

Ringman.  In response to the merchant's failure to recognize  him, Ringman asks:

“Can I be so changed?  Look at me.  Or is it I who am mistaken? – Are you 

not, sir, Henry Roberts, forwarding merchant, of Wheeling, Pennsylvania?  

Pray, now, if you use the advertisement of business cards, and happen to 

have one with you, just look at it, and see whether you are not the man I 

take you for.” (Melville 26-27)

A physical text functions as a means to stabilize identity.  Because “any injury on the 

head” or “a brain fever” may obliterate memory, a human subject must rely on 

seemingly immutable textual evidence to maintain a sense of self (28).  Absent from 

both of these chapters is the suggestion that “documentary proof,” being simply “plain 

paper,” could be as fraudulent as the gimlet-eyed man claims Black Guinea himself to 

be (21).  The individual's motives and memory are always suspect and “protean,” but 

physical texts make “strong hawsers” (47, 233).

The previous assumption is explicitly called into question when the cosmopolitan 

sits down to write up an “Agreement” between himself and the barber, that he might 

take down his “NO TRUST” sign:
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“Now then, for the writing,” said the cosmopolitan, squaring himself.  “Ah,” 

with a sigh, “I shall make a poor lawyer, I fear.  Ain't used, you see, barber, 

to a business which, ignoring the principle of honor, holds no nail fast till 

clinched. Strange, barber,” taking up the blank paper, “that such flimsy 

stuff as this should make such strong hawsers; vile hawsers, too.”

(Melville 233)

This comparison of a physical document to a ship's mooring cables recalls the earlier 

statement from the herb-doctor that the transfer-agent's “word is his bond” (109). 

Physical texts are not simply proof of “An agreement or engagement binding on him 

who makes it,” but here become something “with which one's body or limbs are bound 

in restraint or personal liberty” (“bond, n.1”).  The barber replies that the agreement 

should indeed be one written on such “flimsy stuff,” remarking to the cosmopolitan that 

“your memory may be none of the best, sir.  Well for you, on your side, to have it in 

black and white, just for a memorandum like, you know” (233).  This recalls John 

Ringman's assertion that the merchant's memory might have been “quite erased from 

the tablet” (28).  In a larger manner this also recalls the novel's many instances of things 

in “black and white;” each of which refer to certain aspects of the novel itself.  The novel 

begins with the appearance of “a man in cream-colors” who later reappears in the form 

of Black Guinea (9).  Melville's narrator, in the first of three narrative asides, refers to 

“phantoms which flit along a page, like shadows along a wall” (75).  The barber's 

description of the agreement associates it with the novel itself, and, as will be shown, 
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this association brings with it the agreement's own ambiguities.

The agreement shortly shows itself to be anything but a “strong [hawser]” 

(Melville 233).  Despite “Both signatures being affixed,” the barber still refuses to uphold 

his end of the contract, “unless” the cosmopolitan “down with the cash” (235):

“Cash again!  What do you mean?”

“Why, in this paper here, you engage, sir, to insure me against a 

certain loss, and –“

“Certain?  Is it so certain you are going to lose?”

“Why, that way of taking the word may not be amiss, but I didn't 

mean it so.  I meant a certain loss; you understand, a CERTAIN loss; that 

is to say, a certain loss.  Now then, sir, what use your mere writing and 

saying you will insure me, unless beforehand you place in my hands a 

money-pledge, sufficient to that end?”  (Melville 235; emphasis Melville's)

Having already violated a “duly signed” document, the barber further reveals the 

ambiguity of words, highlighting the mutability of what had previously been considered 

immutable (94).  The six instances, emphasized in three different manners, of “certain” 

in this exchange do not reduce the word's ambiguity.  Melville leaves the word 

ambivalent; it can mean both “Sure to come or follow” or “particular” (“certain, n., adj., 

adv.”).  Language throughout the novel is “protean,” whether in spoken or written form 

(Melville 47).  The barber also seems to set up a hierarchy of physical texts, in which 
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the “certain papers and metals” of currency are more authentic and reliable than 

documents written on “flimsy stuff” (Melville 225, 233).

While the cosmopolitan questions the value of “documentary proof,” the barber 

goes further, showing that the “strong hawsers” of physical text are by no means 

unbreakable (Melville 21, 233).  The agreement is finally made with the “pen, ink, and 

paper...provided,” and the cosmopolitan exits (233).  Now alone, the barber once again 

puts his sign “back where it belonged,” and, “as for the agreement, that he tore up; 

which he felt the more free to do from the impression that in all human probability he 

would never again see the person who had drawn it” (236).  Although the barber feels it 

necessary to rip up the agreement in order to make it null and void, his action calls into 

question the organizing assumption of the novel's previous forty-two chapters.  For the 

passengers of the Fidèle, physical texts hold a significance and have an effect “that 

cannot be confused with physicality” (Brown 17).  The destruction of the “Agreement 

Between FRANK GOODMAN...and WILLIAM CREAM” functions to show that this 

significance is still inextricable from the very physicality of physical texts (Melville 234).

II. “your simile is, perhaps, unfortunate.”

In these prior examples, physical texts have served as tools with a set function. 

However, Melville also peppers the novel with scenes in which “we witness the force of 

language, the inordinate power of words” (Gaudino 128).  Words, whether in narrative 

description, dialogue, or physical text, seem to alter the demeanor and beliefs of the 

Fidèle's passengers. This can be seen in the description of the soldier of fortune, 
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“suspended between rude crutches,” whose “whole rigid body, like a ship's long 

barometer on gimbals, swung to and fro, mechanically faithful to the motion of the boat” 

(Melville 99).  Upon attributing his physical condition to “Resaca da la Tombs!” the 

soldier “by a voluntary jerk, nervously increased his swing (his custom when seized by 

emotion), so that one would have thought some squall had suddenly rolled the boat and 

with it the barometer” (98, 99, emphasis Melville's).  The narrator's simile extends to the 

point that the soldier of fortune's emotional responses can be confused with the ship's 

physical movements.

This motif is not only limited to narrative description, as even the words a 

character speaks have an effect on his appearance.  Shortly after Charlie Noble 

departs, “a mystic,” Mark Winsome approaches, and the cosmopolitan invites him to 

take Charlie's place at the table, “whose seat is still warm” (190, 191).  Winsome tells 

the cosmopolitan that “yours, sir, if I mistake not, must be a beautiful soul – one full of all 

love and truth; for where beauty is, there must those be” (191).  Frank responds,

“'Yes, with you and Schiller, I am pleased to believe that beauty is at 

bottom incompatible with ill, and therefore am so eccentric as to have 

confidence in the latent benignity of that beautiful creature, the rattle-

snake, whose lithe neck and burnished maze of tawny gold, as he sleekly 

curls aloft in the sun, who on the prairie can behold without wonder?'” 

(Melville 191)
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And, in speaking of the rattle-snake, the cosmopolitan “seemed so to enter into [his 

words'] spirit – as some earnest descriptive speakers will – as unconsciously to wreathe 

his form and sidelong crest his head, till he all but seemed the creature described” 

(Melville 191).  In this case, it is not the seemingly unheard words of a narrator that 

alters the cosmopolitan's bearing, but rather his own words.  The prospect of a similar 

“metamorphosis” appears later in the novel, after the barber and cosmopolitan sign their 

agreement (181):

“Very good,” said the barber, “and now nothing remains but for me 

to receive the cash.”

Though the mention of that word, or any of its singularly numerous 

equivalents, in serious neighborhood to a requisition upon one's purse, is 

attended with a more or less noteworthy effect upon the human 

countenance, producing in many an abrupt fall of it – in others, a writhing 

and screwing up of the features to a point not undistressing to behold, in 

some, attended with a blank pallor and fatal consternation – yet no trace of 

any of these symptoms was visible upon the countenance of the 

cosmopolitan.  (Melville 234-5)

Although the cosmopolitan remains physically unaffected, the sheer amount of words 

Melville dedicates to saying that nothing happened to his “countenance” draws attention 

to the possibility, even near-inevitability of language's disfiguring effects (235).  The 
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“beautiful conceit” of language with physical power is a motif that appears at nearly 

every encounter that characters of the novel have with words (191).

III.  “other things that more or less tend to new-cast the character”

In the case of encounters with physical texts, characters themselves speak of the 

power of words over their own behavior.  Far into the novel, Melville explicitly calls 

attention to the “procrustean” effects of texts on the steamboat's passengers when 

Egbert, playing the role of Charlie, states that “As particular food begets particular 

dreams, so particular experiences or books particular feelings or belief” (Melville 78, 

222).  Edgar A. Dryden states of language in the novel that “the 'word in black and 

white' does not so much represent as disguise” and that “words themselves...are as 

alienating garments rather than 'the air we breath,' decreative and disfiguring” (Dryden, 

“Mute Monuments and Doggerel Epitaphs” 65).  This assertion of the power of physical 

texts runs through much of the novel, and continues to play itself out in the few chapters 

that follow Egbert's claim.

Early on in The Confidence-Man, the man with the weed encounters a collegian, 

“not improbably, a sophomore,” who carries with him “a small book bound in Roman 

vellum,” a volume of Tacitus' works (Melville 33).  Alarmed, the man with the weed 

warns that the book “is poison, moral poison” and goes on to state that “Too well I know 

this Tacitus.  In my college-days he came near souring me into cynicism.  Yes, I began 

to turn down my collar, and go about with a disdainfully joyless expression” (34).  He 

then produces “a pocket-volume” of Akenside's The Pleasures of the Imagination, 
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stating that “whatever our lot, we should read serene and cheery books, fitted to inspire 

love and trust” (35).  As with narrative description and dialogue, both texts mentioned 

have an effect on the man with the weed's comportment, with Tacitus' works even 

physically altering his mode of dress and his countenance.  In this case, the man with 

the weed explicitly claims that encounters with physical texts have powerful effects over 

“too-yielding clay” (Melville 20).

As the novel continues, physical texts seem to grow in power, yet shrink in size. 

In the novel's tenth chapter, a physical text again alters an individual's disposition, 

although in this case the text is neither a “small book” nor a “pocket-volume,” but 

instead seems to be a single phrase from an anonymous ode (33, 35).  The transfer-

agent reads the opening lines from one of the many “[handbills] of anonymous poetry” 

scattered on the floor of the ship's cabin: “Alas for man, he hath small sense / Of genial 

trust and confidence” (61).  The transfer-agent speaks of the lines' “Beautiful pathos” 

and asks “a little, dried-up man” whether he “[thinks] the sentiment just” (61).  The man 

responds with:

“I think it a kind of queer thing altogether, and yet I am almost ashamed to 

add, it really has set me to thinking; yes and to feeling.  Just now, 

somehow, I feel as it were trustful and genial.  I dont know that ever I felt 

so much so before.  I am naturally numb in my sensibilities; but this ode, in 

its way, works on my numbness not unlike a sermon.” (Melville 61)
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With “trustful” and “genial” coming from the ode's own “genial trust,” it is as if the man's 

mood changes to match the two-word phrase, despite his being “naturally numb.” 

Moreover, these odes do not come from an established, esteemed author like Tacitus or 

Akenside, but instead originate from a “somewhat elderly person, in the quaker dress” 

who many of the passengers in the cabin consider to be just “some wandering 

rhapsodist” (Melville 60).  Even a small text of anonymous authorship carries an 

inordinate amount of power over the novel's characters.  

This motif reappears in a seemingly simple pun much later in the novel.  Charlie, 

after showing “excitement upon slight provocation,” states that “if I am one-sided, it is 

the wine.  Indeed, indeed, I have indulged too genially” (181).  During this series of 

chapters, Charlie and Frank have been drinking wine, but Charlie's one-sidedness 

cannot be attributed to simple intoxication.  At the time of his verbal “abuse” of “the 

sober man,” Charlie had not yet “drunk the perfect measure of one glass” (180).  The 

two “boon companions” drink port-wine: it is as if Charlie's behavior results from the 

word, not the wine (165).

This is not simply a motif throughout The Confidence-Man, but also a theory of 

literature that many of the novel's characters seem to subscribe to.  During the 

previously-referred to chapter, implicitly agreeing that texts may have power over 

“feeble, and too-yielding clay,” Charlie Noble hypothesizes that the “uncompanionable” 

manners of Coonskins stem from “reading in boyhood” (28, 175).  Charlie states of the 

cosmopolitan's “eccentric friend” that,
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“since they say trifles sometimes effect great results, I shouldn't wonder, if 

his history were probed, it would be found that what first indirectly gave his 

sad bias to Coonskins was his disgust at reading in boyhood the advice of 

Polonius to Laertes – advice which, in the selfishness it inculcates, is 

almost on a par with a sort of ballad upon the economies of money-

making, to be occasionally seen pasted against the desk of small retail 

traders in New England.” (Melville 175)

This passage is more than simply another example of a character's mood and carriage 

changing in response to a text; what is significant is that Charlie himself believes in this 

power of language.

IV. “though only a poet was his maker.”

Melville also draws attention to the fact that The Confidence-Man itself is a 

physical text.  This occurs primarily through the odd relationship of his narrator to the 

novel as a whole.  Subversively undermining traditional novelistic techniques, Melville 

places his narrator in the position of a silent witness to the goings-on aboard the Fidèle,  

but still allows for prominent asides in which certain issues of fiction and of the novel 

itself are directly addressed.  In making clear that his novel occurs within a larger reality, 

Melville brings the issues of words and physical texts to bear onto the reality outside of 

The Confidence-Man.

Certain characters throughout the novel seem to have an implicit awareness of 
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the narration itself.  Many copies of “a handbill of anonymous poetry” pepper the cabin 

of the Fidèle (Melville 60).  The narrator states that the author of these poems “had 

quietly passed through the cabin, and...had, without speaking, handed about the odes, 

which, for the most part, after a cursory glance, had been disrespectfully tossed aside” 

(Melville 60).  The Black Rapids Coal Company transfer-agent enters the cabin some 

time after this and begins to speak with a fellow passenger.  The transfer-agent invites 

the stranger to a game of cards, an invitation that the stranger denies with, “Somehow I 

distrust cards” (61).  The transfer-agent responds, 

“What, distrust cards?  Genial cards?  Then for once I join with our sad 

Philomel here:--

'Alas for man, he hath small sense

Of genial trust and confidence.'

Good-bye!” (Melville 61-62)

While the transfer-agent's allusion to Philomel may relate to the singing of nightingales, 

it also relates to Philomel's muteness after Tereus removes her tongue.  The transfer-

agent, then, shows an implicit awareness of the anonymous poet's silence, even though 

the “somewhat elderly person” had passed through before the transfer-agent did (60). 

This suggests that the transfer-agent is aware of the language of the narration itself; it is 

as if he learned of the poet's silence from the narrator.  This awareness calls into 

question the position of the narrator relative to the novel, which “presents a world where 
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the real and fictitious are indistinguishable and interchangeable” (Dryden, "The Novelist 

as Impostor" 151).  By having the words of the narrator interweave with the seeming 

reality of the novel itself, Melville further calls attention to his fiction as a fiction, with its 

own internal logic.

Nearly every time that a character within the novel tells a story, the narrator 

prefaces the story with a disclaimer that he has re-worded it.  This contradicts the 

narrator's digressions, in which he overtly acknowledges that the novel is a fiction, as 

these disclaimers suggest that the narrator is recounting an experience.  Dryden states 

that Melville “affirms the necessity which makes the teller an actor by using it as his 

central formal principle” (“The Novelist as Impostor” 151).  The one-legged man tells the 

story of a New Orleans Frenchman, and the narrator provides a re-worded version.  The 

narrator prefaces this rewrite with, “in his porcupine way, and with sarcastic details, 

unpleasant to repeat, [the one-legged man] related a story, which might, perhaps, in a 

good-natured version, be rendered as follows” (Melville 38).  Later, before the merchant 

tells the story of the unfortunate man, the narrator writes that, “as the good merchant 

could, perhaps, do better justice to the man than the story, we shall venture to tell it in 

other words than his, though not to any other effect” (66).  These interjections would 

seem to indicate that the narrator was aboard the Fidèle during the events of the novel. 

However, the narrator's three prominent narrative asides are an explicit 

acknowledgement of the text's existence as a fiction.  This uncertain relation of the 

narrator to the rest of the novel continues into certain instances in which the relationship 

between the narrator and reader is played out in the events of The Confidence-Man 
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itself.

Following Frank's story of Charlemont, Melville momentarily conflates the 

relationship between Frank and Charlie with the relationship between the narrator and 

the reader.  The chapter following the story begins with this somewhat equivocal 

exchange:

“Well, what do you think of the story of Charlemont?” mildly asked he who 

had told it.

“A very strange one,” answered the auditor, who had been such not with 

perfect ease, “but is it true?”

“Of course not; it is a story which I told with the purpose of every story-

teller – to amuse.  Hence, if it seems strange to you, that strangeness is 

the romance; it is what contrasts it with real life; it is the invention, in brief, 

the fiction as opposed to the fact.” (Melville 189)

Although Charlie and Frank are among the few characters of The Confidence-Man to 

receive actual names, the opening exchange replaces them with their current relation to 

each other.  Frank, as “he who had told [the story],” becomes one-and-the-same with 

the narrator, even with Melville himself.  Charlie, as “the auditor,” occupies the same 

position as Melville's audience.  This conflation extends into Charlie's question and 

Frank's response, as well.  Charlie's uncertainty over whether the story of Charlemont is 

a fact or fiction is similar to the hypothetical questioning at the opening of the narrator's 
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second digression: “How unreal all this is!  Who did ever dress or act like your 

cosmopolitan!  And who, it might be returned, did ever dress or act like harlequin?” 

(186).  Frank essentially repeats the narrator's claim that fiction, in its unreality, 

functions as entertainment.  The rhetoric of the narrator extends into the events of the 

novel itself, as if there is no clear division between narrative and narrative digression. 

The narrative positions the reader both separate from and caught up within the events 

of the narrative.  Charlie then exits, calling the port wine that he had formerly extolled 

the virtues of, “this confounded elixir of logwood” (Melville 190).  

This sudden confusion of narrator, reader, and character at the beginning of the 

chapter extends into a confusion of the identity of objects themselves.  Melville's explicit 

acknowledgement of the fictionality of the text does not detach the reader from the 

subversive implications of the text.  Despite the novel's existence as a physical text, one 

of “flimsy paper,” it is “one to which we feel the tie,” particularly in the dread implications 

that arise in the novel's final chapter (233).

V.  “the best use the smoke can be turned to”

The final chapter of The Confidence-Man is a synthesis of each of the previously-

mentioned textual matters.  This chapter applies the uncertainties inherent in a reliance 

on physical texts and applies them to the Bible itself, then to The Confidence-Man as 

well.

The cosmopolitan enters the gentlemen's cabin “redolent from the barber's shop, 

as any bridegroom tripping to the bridal chamber might come,” hoping to check the 
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ship's Bible for a passage earlier quoted to him by the barber (240).  The cosmopolitan 

finds the passage from “The Wisdom of Jesus son of Sirach” and reads it to the old 

man: “'Believe not his many words – an enemy speaketh sweetly with his lips'” as well 

as other passages “more to the same purpose” (Melville 241).  The old man speaks 

“anxiously” and is “moved” by encountering an unfamiliar quotation from a book that he 

has read “Man and boy...this seventy years” (241).  As the cosmopolitan points “to the 

sentences one by one,” the old man is relieved:

“Ah!” cried the old man, brightening up, “now I know.  Look,” turning 

the leaves forward and back, till all the Old Testament lay flat on one side, 

and all the New Testament lay flat on the other, while in his fingers he 

supported vertically the portion between, “look, sir, all this to the right is 

certain truth, and all this to the left is certain truth, but all I hold in my hand 

here is apocrypha.”

“Apocrypha?”

“Yes; and there's the word in black and white,” pointing to it....The 

word itself, I've heard from the pulpit, implies something of uncertain 

credit.  So if your disturbance be raised from aught in this apocrypha,”

again taking up the pages, “in that case, think no more of it, for it's 

apocrypha.” (Melville 241-2)

The cosmopolitan's pointing, in concert with the old man's “turning the leaves forward 
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and back” draws attention to the physicality of the Bible itself.  Melville directly 

associates the control of a text's meaning with its treatment as a physical object, as if 

the act of binding a text is also a binding of meaning.  The text retains a unified meaning 

for the old man and the cosmopolitan only when the “passages so charged with the 

spirit of distrust” are physically lifted out of the book, as “when all is bound up together, 

it's sometimes confusing” (Melville 242).

The old man spends seventy-five cents on a “traveler's patent lock” and a 

money-belt from “a juvenile peddler, or marchand” and receives a “present” for his 

patronage: a Counterfeit Detector (243, 246, emphasis Melville's).  Melville emphasizes 

the physicality of the Detector and the old man's suspect bills.  The boy draws “from his 

breast a batch of little papers” and throws one “before the old man,” which the old man 

then lays “square before him on the table” (246, 247).  In a parallel action, the old man 

“carefully [takes] a little wad from a remote corner of his vest pocket,” and places the 

two bills on the table opposite the Detector “with something of the air of an officer 

bringing by the collar a brace of culprits to the bar” (247).  This recalls the novel's one 

other instance of three physical texts placed in such close conflict with each other: the 

“placard nigh the captain's office,” the lamb-like man's “small slate,” and the barber's 

“illuminated pasteboard sign” of the novel's first chapter (10, 11, 12).  While in the first 

chapter, the wanted poster and the barber's sign create a sense of distrust towards the 

lamb-like man, “shield-like bearing his slate before him,” the Detector and the bills in 

front of the old man alike undermine any sense of trust in “flimsy paper” that other 

instances throughout the novel may have created (11, 233).
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After watching the old man's “lawyer-like efficacy” in examining the bills for a 

time, the cosmopolitan asks him, “Well, what say you, Mr. Foreman; guilty, or not 

guilty?” (Melville 247).  Following his first “examination” of the bills, the old man is 

“perplexed,” as “there's so many marks of all sorts [on the bills] to go by, it makes it a 

kind of uncertain” (Melville 247).  Although one bill “looks to be a three dollar bill on the 

Vicksburgh Trust and Insurance Banking Company,” the old man can neither believe in 

its own claim of “Trust and Insurance” nor can he prove the bill a counterfeit (247). 

According to the Detector, “among fifty other things,”

“If a good bill, it must have, thickened here and there into the substance of 

the paper, little wavy spots of red; and it says they must have a kind of 

silky feel, being made by the lint of a red silk handkerchief stirred up in the 

paper-maker's vat – the paper being made to order for the company.” 

(Melville 247)

This description is grounded in the material aspect of the bill itself, particularly in its 

tactile feel.  At first, this might seem to redeem any suspicion that the physical texts so 

heavily relied upon by the other characters of the novel can be themselves fraudulent; 

for a moment, “documentary proof” seems to exist that can attest to a physical text's 

legitimacy (21).  But the old man cannot fully rely upon this explicitly physical marker to 

decide whether the bills are “bona fide” (59).  He continues:
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“But then [the Detector] adds, that sign is not always to be relied on; for 

some good bills get so worn, the red marks get rubbed out.  And that's the 

case with my bill here – see how old it is – or else it's a counterfeit, or else 

– I don't see right – or else – dear, dear me – I don't know what else to 

think.” (Melville 247)

The Counterfeit Detector calls into question the authenticity of bills, but provides 

contradictory means with which to ferret out any counterfeits.  Contemporary to the 

novel, a reviewer criticized the wide variety of counterfeit detectors available: “these 

descriptions, instead of enabling a person to detect a spurious or counterfeit note, 

simply call attention to the fact that there is a counterfeit, and leave the person as much 

in doubt as ever” (qtd. in Conway 301).  The old man's concern at this moment, his shift 

from his earlier belief in his bills that “no doubt they are all right,” is a reflection of a 

concern with the value of his own bills as well as the value of the Detector itself; the 

possibility of one physical text's inauthenticity calls into question the legitimacy of any 

other.  This also undermines the barber's earlier claim that “a money-pledge” can insure 

the truth of “mere writing” (235).  Money itself is simply another form of “mere writing” 

that cannot have its own legitimacy proven; it can only ever “pass for whatever it may 

prove to be worth” (186).  The cosmopolitan responds with: 

“What a peck of trouble that Detector makes for you now; believe me, the 

bill is good; don't be so distrustful.  Proves what I've always thought, that 
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much of the want of confidence, in these days, is owing to these 

Counterfeit Detectors you see on every desk and counter.  Puts people up 

to suspecting good bills.  Throw it away, I beg, if only because of the 

trouble it breeds you.”  (Melville 247-8)

The cosmopolitan seems to say that anything “so calculated to destroy” confidence in a 

bill's authenticity must be to blame for what he sees as a critical lack of “genial trust and 

confidence” in other people (Melville 242, 61).  In regards to the cosmopolitan's 

response, J. P. Conway states that he “is not alone in his contention that such 

publications [i.e. counterfeit detectors] created more problems than they solved, and 

confounded the body of sensory data that they claimed to organize” (Conway 301). 

Both inside and outside of the novel, “documentary proof” does not seem to provide 

proof at all, but rather calls authenticity into question, whether of currency or character 

(Melville 21).  The cosmopolitan's statement carries much more weight when 

considered in concert with a statement far earlier in the novel: Black Guinea's wailing 

response that he “haint none o' dem waloable papers” (21).  Being that paper money is 

literally “waloable paper,” the prospect of counterfeit bills also calls into question 

whether any sort of “documentary proof” can be treated with “Trust and Confidence” at 

all (21, 247).  With the failure of the Counterfeit Detector, the idea of a physical text's 

inauthenticity arises, but is not resolved.

This “examination” then takes a turn towards the sacrosanct once the old man 

gives “up his undertaking as hopeless” and is “at leisure again” (247, 248).  The old man 

has turned away from the juvenile peddler's “present,” The Counterfeit Detector, and the 
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topic of discussion returns to “a present from a society,” the ship's Bible (246, 240).  The 

cosmopolitan, who has been reading from the Bible during this time, calls attention to 

the tome's state of disrepair:

the cosmopolitan addressed some gravely interesting remarks to [the old 

man] about the book before him, and, presently, becoming more and more 

grave, said, as he turned the large volume slowly over on the table, and 

with much difficulty traced the faded remains of the gilt inscription giving 

the name of the society who had presented it to the boat, “Ah, sir, though 

every one must be pleased at the thought of the presence in public places 

of such a book, yet there is something that abates the satisfaction.  Look 

at this volume; on the outside, battered as any old valise in the baggage-

room; and inside, white and virgin as the hearts of lilies in bud.”

“So it is, so it is,” said the old man sadly, his attention for the first 

time directed to the circumstance. (Melville 248)

The issue at hand in this case is not simply that the ship's Bible “speaks not so well as 

could be wished for the good book's esteem in the minds of the traveling public” (249). 

The “faded remains of the gilt inscription” hearkens back to the collegian's encounter 

with the transfer-agent.  The transfer-agent's logbook is not “battered” and is, in fact, 

unused enough that the collegian can “obliquely” read “the gilt inscription on the back” 

(248, 55).  Moreover, a connection is made between the old man's three dollar bill and 
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the ship's bible: a bill can become  “so worn, the red marks get rubbed out” in the same 

manner that the Bible can become “battered as any old valise” (247, 248).  Melville 

seems to imply that the battered state of the ship's Bible makes it into yet another 

possibly fraudulent physical text.  Shortly before this, the old man was able to exploit the 

physicality of the ship's Bible in order to separate out its Apocrypha and maintain his 

“Trust and Confidence” in it; this physicality now becomes yet another ambiguous “sign” 

that cannot “always be relied on” (Melville 247).  

The transfer-agent's book is a tool with which he preys on other passengers' 

confidence, yet its less ambiguous physicality gives it greater authenticity than the Bible. 

Melville refers earlier to the transfer-agent as “the man with the book” and “he with the 

book,” despite the fact that the sophomore has his own “small book of Tacitus” (58, 33). 

When considered alongside the state of the old man's bill and the ship's Bible, Melville 

suggests that the transfer-agent's book, in its external “freshness,” is more legitimate 

than the Fidèle's Bible, with its “internal freshness,” or even that the transfer-agent is not 

“the man with the book” but “the man with the book” (249, 58; emphasis added).

The novel ends ambiguously after the cosmopolitan extinguishes the cabin's 

solar lamp and “in the darkness which ensued,...kindly led the old man away. 

Something further may follow of this Masquerade” (251).  A negative review of The 

Confidence-Man in the May 23rd, 1857 issue of the Newark Daily Advertiser seems to 

suggest that the novel could function as its own sort of Counterfeit Detector: “a certain 

class of persons, those who read police reports, will relish this record of trickery and 

deceit” (qtd. in Bergmann 575).  A similar remark, although in this case a positive one, 
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can be seen in an 1859 issue of Tricks and Traps regarding the figure of the confidence 

man.  The author remarks that “Whoever has read Hermann [sic] Melville's “Confidence 

Man” [sic] will have formed a very clear and accurate idea of this species of the genus 

homo, as exhibited in many of his chamelion-like phases” (qtd. in Bergmann 375).  Even 

Melville's narrator at one point claims that fiction may function as a “true map” (77). 

Despite these suggestions that The Confidence-Man may serve as a guide to the 

“sharpers” and “Mississippi operator[s]” around the time of the novel's publication, this 

claim is seriously undermined by the final chapter's invalidation of all physical texts (62, 

198).  With the Counterfeit Detector seeming to imply that no physical text may be 

proven authentic nor counterfeit, we are left in a reality in which signs are “not always to 

be relied upon” (247).  The novel's noncommittal ending is appropriate: when no text 

can be trusted, resolution only occurs when it becomes too dark to read.
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